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MEGATOUCH XL 
 

Game Name 
& Thumbnail 

Game Play Instructions 

Run 21 

 

Players sort deck cards into 5 columns without exceeding 21 in any column.  Players can skip only 
1 card in their pursuit of a perfect score of 105.  The total of all 5 columns determines your score. 

 
Royal Flash 

 

Poker with a twist!  The player is challenged to make as many high-scoring poker hands as 
possible by placing cards on a 5 x 5 grid.  Form poker hands in the rows and columns. 

 
Trivia Whiz 

 

Trivia Whiz quizzes the player in a single category for the entire game. The player bets an amount 
of their total points before each question.  Touch the button of your answer choice.  Incorrect 
answers subtract from your total score.  True trivia whizzes earn a bonus round of up to six 
questions. 

 
Memoree 

 

Five color boxes are lit in random sequences that grow longer one step at a time.  The player must 
repeat the just concluded sequence.  Play continues with ever increasing sequences until the 
player fails to exactly repeat the sequence. 

 
Erotic Memoree 

 

Five hot babes or hunks are lit in random order sequences that grow longer one step at a time.  
The player must repeat the just concluded sequence.  Play continues with ever increasing 
sequences until the player fails to exactly repeat the sequence 
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Tri Towers 

 

In this popular card game, players must use speed and skill to clear all 3 towers.  Remove cards to 
capture each tower.  Touch cards one higher or one lower than the chosen deck card to establish 
a run.  Continue until no possible moves are left, then flip to the next deck card.  For a new twist, 
play the cards face up. 

 
Four Play 

 

Players take turns placing colored pieces on a 7 x 7 grid.  Use your pieces to block your opponent 
and put yourself on the path to victory.  Be the first to connect four pieces in a row horizontally, 
vertically or diagonally to win! 

 
Conquest 

 

Conquest challenges the player to capture as much territory as possible on the honeycomb grid by 
using “pills” to steal cells from the opponent.  Select a creature to be activated, then jump or clone.  
Every opposing creature you block will be conquered and converted to one of your own creatures. 

 
Strip Club 

 

Play poker against a sexy babe or hunk. Each hand you win gains points and reveals more of the 
sexy photo. 

 
11 Up 

 

In this classic counting game, players must clear the table by removing open cards in groups 
equaling 11.  Select “Next Card” if reaching 11 is not possible.  The passed card will move to an 
open playfield space and subtract points.  Clear the entire playfield for bonus points or touch “Take 
Score” if no further sets of 11 are possible. 

 
Mystery Phraze 

 

Discover a hidden phrase by picking letters from the on-screen list. If a letter is in the phrase, it 
appears in its proper place. Points are awarded based on a value derived from a random "spin" of 
the wheel.  When you think you know the answer, press “Solve” and enter the remaining letters in 
the phrase.  Speedy solving earns bonus points! 
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Hoop Jones 

 

Hoop Jones challenges the player to time each shot to score a basket. Three consecutive baskets 
earn lightning bonus points.  Pay attention - the basket moves further away on each round, and 
shifts side to side throughout all play. 

 
Zip 21 

 

Place deck cards into 4 columns to build and remove hands of 21, opening space for new hands 
and more points.  Cards can be placed in any column.  Make hands of 21 to clear a column.  Five 
cards under 21 will also clear the column.  You have 3 chances to skip a card.  Don’t go over 21 or 
you’ll lose points! 

 
Checkerz 

 

Play this age-old game of strategy.  Move pieces and jump the opponent's pieces to reach the 
opposite side of the board.  Once you get there, create kings, which can attack forward and 
backward.  The first player to successfully remove all their opponent’s pieces wins! 

 
Quikmatch 

 

Quickly eliminate all the tiles in matching numbered and colored pairs.  Touch unblocked tiles in 
matching pairs to remove.  Tiles are blocked if they are bordered on the left and right by other tiles 
on the same level.  Match all the pairs to clear the board. 
 

 
Power Solitaire 

 

This game is traditional solitaire with a boost of power. Jacks are high and there are 3 decks going 
at once.  Touch a card from one of the decks, then touch where the card is to be moved on the 
solitaire board.  There are no Kings or Queens, and only Jacks can be placed on empty columns 

 
Pix Mix 

 

The object of Pix Mix is to unscramble as many mixed-up pictures as possible before time expires.  
Unscramble by touching a square, then touching the desired area to swap.  Earn extra points 
through consecutive correct swaps and faster play!  Bonus points are awarded for each puzzle 
completed. 
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Erotic Pix Mix 

 

The object of Erotic Pix Mix is to unscramble as many mixed up pictures of babes or hunks as 
possible before time expires.  Unscramble by touching a square, then touching the desired area to 
swap.  Earn extra points through consecutive correct swaps and faster play!  Bonus points are 
awarded for each puzzle completed. 

  
Photo Hunt 

 

The goal of Photo Hunt is to locate and touch the 5 differences between 2 pictures that seem to be 
identical. Each incorrect touch deducts time. Bonus points are awarded based on time remaining. 

 
Erotic Photo Hunt 

 

The goal of Erotic Photo Hunt is to locate and touch the 5 differences between 2 pictures of a babe 
or hunk that seem to be identical. Each incorrect touch deducts time. Bonus points are scored 
based on time remaining. 

 
Great Solitaire 

 

In this traditional solitaire game, Kings fill empty spots and the goal is to compile cards of each suit 
from Ace to King.  Touch each card to be played, and then touch where the card should be moved.  
You lose points for missing a move, so stay on your toes! 
 
 

 
Match ‘Em Up 

 

In this traditional memory test, players are shown a grid of squares with symbols, and then the 
symbols are turned face down.  Hurry to remove all matching pairs before time runs out. 

 
Erotic Match ‘Em Up 

 

In this Erotic version of the traditional memory test, players are shown a grid of squares with sexy 
babes or hunks on them, and then the squares are turned face down.  Hurry to remove all 
matching pairs before time runs out. 
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XL 5000 New Games 
 
 Game Name 
 & Thumbnail 

Game Play Instructions 

Quikcell 

 

An exciting version of the classic solitaire game!  The entire deck is revealed on the playfield and 
“Quik Cells” can be strategically used for temporary card storage.  Clear playfield by stacking 
cards of the same suit, Ace through King, in the cells.  Move cards onto other columns in 
descending order, alternating colors. 
Quick cells are used to temporarily store cards to gain access to needed cards underneath. 

 
Tai-Play 

 

The object of Tai-Play is to remove tiles in matching pairs to fully clear the playfield. Careful when 
selecting the order - tiles are blocked if they are bordered on the left and right by other tiles on the 
same level.  Clear all tiles for a bonus!  If you get stuck, press a jester button on the left of the 
screen. 

  
Take 2 

 

Quickly clear all cards from the playfield.  Select 2 open cards of same value or 2 open cards in 
consecutive order.  Use the dealt card from the deck when there are no matches available in the 
playfield.  Touching the card deck adds a card to the playfield and subtracts points. 

 
Puck Shot 

 

Shoot pucks to score points or knock the opponent’s pieces out of the way.  First, select your skill 
level and the location for the game.  To play, stop the aim arrows, adjust power, and then touch 
the puck you wish to shoot!  The first Player to end a round with a score of 21 or above is the 
winner.  Exceptional shots earn “Skill Bonus” points. (Hint:  Touch the side of the puck to add 
spin.) 

 
Pile On 

 

This card game resembles the traditional card game “Spit.”  Players race to use all of their cards 
by placing them on 1 of 2 center decks.  Cards can be placed only if they are one higher or one 
lower than the card shown. 
NOTE:  This game is only available if you have two Megatouch units linked. 
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Double Solitaire 

 

This Mega-Link version of the classic solitaire game has two players competing, each with their 
own deck.  The twist?  Cards placed on the top row can be “stolen” and used by the opponent. 
NOTE:  This game is only available if you have two Megatouch units linked. 

 
Chug 21 

 

Chug your way to 21!  Add each numbered mug to any of 5 columns without exceeding 21 in any 
column.  A sum of 21 or 5 mugs adding that add up to less than 21 clear a column.  Watch out, 
only 1 mug can be spilled (passed) along the way. 
 

 
Merry Maidens 

 

Remove the defending knights to clear the playfield and rescue the fair maidens.  Use speed and 
skill to clear all 3 towers.  Touch a knight within the towers that has a number one higher or one 
lower than the knight in the stack.  Remove as many knights in each sequence as possible.  Flip 
to the next knight in the stack when the sequence cannot be continued. 
 

 
Funky Monkey 

 

Remove all the barrels in pairs of the same value or in consecutive order to beat Funky Monkey. 
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Super XL 5000 New Games 

 
Game Name 
& Thumbnail 

Game Play Instructions 

Power Trivia 

 

This game challenges players to use their brainpower to answer tough trivia questions.  Select a 
category to begin.  Touch the jester to pass on a question.  Faster answers equal higher scores!  
You can also win stars for bonus questions 
 

 
 
 
 
 

XL 6000 New Games 
 

Game Name 
& Thumbnail 

Game Play Instructions 

Hooter 

 

Help Hooter escape the advancing orbs!  Aim to connect 3 or more orbs of the same color to knock 
them down.  Look for special orbs to defeat the level faster. 

 
Trip Flip 

 

Use the deck cards to create sets of 3 of the same (Trips) or 3 in a row  (Runs) and make the 
cards disappear.  Don’t forget to take advantage of the “Flip” cells for temporary card storage.  Pay 
attention to the Special Runs for bonus points! 

 
Tennis Ace 

 

Choose your skill level in Tennis –are you ready to face Easy, Normal, or Expert competition?  
Then play a fast-paced game of tennis against an opponent of similar skill.  Touch the ball to return 
and serve! 
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Route 66 

 

In this exciting solitaire-like game, Kops fill the 4 empty spots.  To win, compile all of each colored 
road sign in ascending order. 

  
Super Route 66 

 

The goal of this game is to separate all of the numbered road signs into 4 columns from Axl to Jax, 
alternating colors. 

 
3 Blind Mice 

 

Place numbered mice from the pile onto the playfield to form sets of 3 of a kind or 3 in a row to 
make them disappear.  Use the mouse holes for temporary storage. 

 
Fast Lane 

 

Clear the playfield by stacking signs Axle through Kop in the police badge spots.  Road signs are 
moved onto Axl stacks in ascending order by color. Fast Lanes are used for temporary storage of 
road signs.  To reach the desired cards, move signs onto other columns in descending order and 
in alternating colors.  Any sign may be placed in an empty column. 
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MAXX New Games 

 
Game Name 
& Thumbnail 

Game Play Instructions 

MGA Golf 

 

Choose one of four challenging courses to play a traditional game of golf!  First, select your player 
and course.  To swing, use the aim pole to select the direction of your shot.  Your caddie will select 
an initial direction and club for you, but you may modify either setting.  When ready, touch the 
power meter once, then again, to lock in the power level.  The aimspin control will appear.  Touch 
the desired setting to swing the club.  After a great shot, touch the Camera button for an instant 
replay! 

 
Lookout 

 

Lookout challenges the player to reveal sections of a hidden picture by moving around the playfield 
while avoiding the dangerous Zapper and Spikey.  Guide the eyes around the screen, cutting out 
sections to show the picture.  You advance to the next level when more than ¾ of the picture is 
revealed. 

 
Erotic Lookout 

 

Erotic Lookout challenges the player to reveal sections of a hidden sexy picture by moving around 
the playfield while avoiding the dangerous Zapper and Spikey.  Guide the eyes around the screen, 
cutting out sections to show the picture.  You advance to the next level when more than ¾ of the 
picture is revealed. 

 
Mega-Link Trivia 

 

This exciting trivia game allows players to compete against an opponent at another Megatouch 
game in the ultimate test of trivia knowledge. 
NOTE:  This game is only available if you have two Megatouch units linked. 

 
Monster Madness 

 

Rush to remove the stones to return the monsters to their graves.  Double touch connected 
tombstones of the same color to clear playfield and put all monsters in graves.  Clear the 
graveyard faster for a larger bonus 
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Snapshot 

 

In this tough memory trial, players must glimpse at the snapshots, remember key features, and 
answer questions that challenge their recall.  Study the snapshot and remember as many details 
as possible.  Faster responses score more points. 

 
 

MAXX 2K New Games 
 

Game Name 
& Thumbnail 

Game Play Instructions 

QBZone 

 

QB Zone captures all the bone-crushing, fast-paced action and excitement of American football.  
To throw, touch the quarterback and drag your finger to the intended pass zone, then release.  
Use more speed for a fast, direct pass, or less for a high, slow pass. 

 
Pharaoh’s 9 

 

In this game of strategy, players take turns placing tokens on the board to form “3-in-a-row” 
combinations. Making a “3-in-a-row” combination permits removal of an opponent’s token.  When 
all the tokens have been placed, take turns sliding the tokens to adjacent open spots to form new 
combinations and remove more of your opponent’s tokens. 

 
Go-o-o-al 

 

Pass and control the ball, maneuver players near the net and score against the opponent.  
Choose between shootout or regulation play.  Touch and drag a player to move them around the 
field.  Double tap the receiving player when passing.  To shoot at the goal, tap the net or double 
tap the player with the ball. 

 
Airshot 

 

This game is all the fun and action of air hockey. Touch and slide the paddle to hit the puck 
towards the opponent’s goal or to defend against an opponent’s shot.  Earn seven goals to win! 
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Wild 8’s  (also in Megatouch Gold) 

 

In this card game, the object is to play through the entire deck of cards until there are no cards left, 
scoring as many points as possible. Place cards onto empty piles or onto a previously played card, 
matching cards by suit or number.  Wild 8 cards can be used anywhere.  Playing a number match 
increases the pile value! 

 
Wild Apes  (also in Megatouch Gold) 

 

The object of this game is to play through the entire stack of numbered apes until there are no 
apes left, scoring as many points as possible. Place apes onto empty piles or onto a stack, 
matching apes by number or color.  Wild Ape cards can be used anywhere. 

 
 

MAXX 2K Plus New Games 
 

  Game Name 
  & Thumbnail 

Game Play Instructions 

Quintzee 

 

This Yahtzee® style game challenges the player to hold and roll dice to score in as many 
categories as quickly as possible. 

  
Jumble Safari (Renamed Word Safari on Ruby/Force 2003) 

 

In this take on the traditional word search, the player must find all the words hidden in the puzzle. 
Words may appear horizontally, vertically, diagonally, and even backwards. 
* Also available in Pro Sports 
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MAXX Diamond New Games 

 
Game Name  
& Thumbnail 

Game Play Instructions 

Boxxi 

 

This twist on the classic “Same Game” has players matching adjacent boxes by color. Touch a 
group of linked boxes once to select and again to clear. The more boxes you link, the higher the 
points.  For assistance, hit the “Mix Up” button to rearrange. 

 
Moondrop 

 

In this spacey number game, players connect moons of the same color or number in any direction 
to make them disappear.  Difficulty increases when the board is cleared below the red line.  Extra 
points are earned for simultaneous matches or matches from falling moons. 

 
Outer Spades 

 

Work with a partner to get the number of tricks bid out at the start of the game and achieve the 
highest score.  Begin by bidding how many tricks you think you can win.  Play your cards until your 
team meets or exceeds your combined bid.  If you do not have the suit that led, you may play a 
spade.  If you reach your bid, you add points! The highest scoring player of each hand will receive 
an additional jackpot. 

 
Crazy Hearts 

 

Win tricks and discard hearts to secure the lowest score at the end of this classic card game.  Each 
heart counts as 1 point against you.  One player leads, and the others must follow the same suit.  
The highest card in that suit will win the round.  If you do not have any cards of the lead suit, you 
may play any card.  

 
Euchre Nights 

 

Play the highest trump card to win tricks and score points.  Choose to become the “Maker” by 
selecting the face-up, dealt card or pressing a button to select a suit.  The suit is the “Trump” and 
when used by the player holding it, wins any round.  Play your highest card in the leading suit to 
win.  If no cards of that suit are available, play any card.  The Trump or highest suited card wins 
the trick.   
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Foxy Boxxi 

 

This is the erotic version of the Boxxi game.  Clear the playfield and reveal a sexy hunk or babe. 

 
Pile High 

 

A fun and fast-paced card game!  Separate the deck by suit and in ascending order onto 4 ace 
piles as quickly as possible.  Select a card, then touch where the card should be placed.  Two 
cards may be placed on the “free pile” to help reach the cards you need.  Any card may be moved 
into an empty row. 

 
Quiz Show 

 

Choose a path to victory by selecting category squares to reveal trivia questions.  Scale the top of 
the pyramid and earn a bonus. 
 

 
Astro Joe 

 

Fight to be the last man standing.  Aim and release power balls to take out opponents.  Avoid 
getting hit or you’ll lose a life!  Hold your finger on Astro Joe to build power, then move around the 
screen to face the enemy.  Release your finger to throw a power ball in that direction. 
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FORCE 2002 & MAXX Emerald New Games 

 
Game Name 
& Thumbnail 

Game Play Instructions 

Speed Draw 

 

This is a fun filled 5-card draw game with a 60-card deck. Make the best possible combination by 
discarding bad cards and drawing new ones.  Use the scoring legend to create the best possible 
hand in each round.  Jokers are wild 

 
Chipaway 

 

In this casino themed game, the player matches 3 or more of the same colored chips to clear 
them from the playfield. Drag the slider from left to right to maneuver the chip claw.  Release 
when you’re ready to drop the chip.  Scoring is based on chips cleared and speed.  Higher levels 
are reached by clearing the board below the red line. 

 
Backjammin 

 

In this game of luck and skill, each player tries to bring his own pieces home and bear them off 
before his opponent does, hitting and blocking the enemy pieces along the way.  Move all the 
checkers around the board and into the last of 4 quadrants.  Players move according to the 
numbers rolled on the dice. 

 
Quik Chess 

 

All the mental challenge of a traditional chess game on a mini chess board!  White and black 
pieces battle to checkmate the opponent.  Each player is allowed to move one piece per turn.  
Capture your opponent’s pieces with the ultimate goal of achieving a “checkmate.”  A stalemate 
occurs when no legal moves remain and there is no checkmate. 

 
Battle 31 

 

This multi-player card game challenges each player to achieve a point value of 31 using cards 
from 7 through Ace.  Each player is dealt 3 cards.  Players may pass on taking a card from the 
center.  Three Aces are worth 32 points and automatically win the round. 
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Snubbel 

 

Clear the screen of bubbles by shooting same colored balls at groups of 2 or more to make them 
burst.  Use the arrow and/or slide to aim, then release to shoot.  Clear all to advance.  Beware of 
low-hanging bubbles in the higher levels! 

 
Gender Bender 

 

This game quizzes males on popular female topics and grills females on popular male subjects. 
Fast answers earn high scores! 

 
BoxGlide 

 

Match 3 or more of the same style box vertically or horizontally to earn points. Touching a box 
reveals open paths.  Magic squares are wild and can be used with any box.  The more boxes 
you connect, the points you earn. 

 
Head-2-Head Trivia (Force only) 

 

All the fun of trivia plus head-to-head competition! Players race to select correct answers to 
tough questions. 

 
Head-2-Head Photo Hunt (Force only) 

 

All the fun of Photo Hunt plus head-to-head competition! Players hurry to locate and touch the 5 
differences between 2 pictures that seem to be identical. 

 
Erotic Head-to-Head Photo Hunt (Force only) 

 

All the fun of Erotic Photo Hunt plus head-to-head competition! Players hurry to locate and touch 
the 5 differences between 2 pictures of a sexy babe or hunk that seem to be identical. 
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Erotic Trivia Whiz 

 

Answer trivia on erotic topics! Bet a portion of your total points before each question.  True trivia 
whizzes earn a bonus round of up of six questions. 

 
Erotic Power Trivia 

 

Use your brainpower to answer tough trivia questions on erotic subjects. 

 
Erotic Mystery Phraze 

 

All the fun of Mystery Phrase with all erotic phrases 

 
 

MegaNet Spring 2002 New Games 
 

Game Name 
& Thumbnail 

Game Play Instructions 

Hot Topics Jumble Crossword 

 

Combine the fun of the daily Jumble® with the traditional crossword puzzle for a whole new 
dimension of fun!  Complete the crossword puzzle by looking at the clues and unscrambling 
answers.  When the puzzle is complete, unscramble the circled tiles to solve the bonus. 

 
Hot Topics Word Jumble 

 

In this classic Jumble® game, players use a cartoon and hints to unscramble the clue words and 
earn points.  When all 4 clues are unscrambled, arrange the circled letters to form the Bonus 
answer. 
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Hot Topics Quiz Show 

 

Choose a path to victory by selecting from current events category squares to reveal trivia 
questions.  Scale the top of the pyramid and earn a bonus. 

 
Hot Topics Mystery Phraze 

 

Players try to discover a hidden current events phrase by picking letters from the on-screen list. 
If a letter is in the phrase, it appears in its proper place. Points are awarded based on a value 
derived from a random "spin" of the wheel. 
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FORCE 2003 & MAXX Ruby New Games 
 

Game Name 
& Thumbnail 

Game Play Instructions 

Q Shot 

 

Match up 3 or more balls of the same color and number vertically or horizontally. Touch a ball 
and then its desired position to move it.  Only swaps that create matches of 3 or more are 
allowed.  Matched rows will disappear, and new balls will take their place. Advance to the next 
level by achieving a high score! 

 
ESP Run 

 

Guess if next card (1-10) is higher or lower! A long run of correct guesses gets you a high score. 
Use your "Pass" chips to skip. Three strikes and you're out! Wrong guesses drop your score to 
zero. ESP® is a registered trademark of The Creative Consortium, Inc. 

 
ESP War 

 

Pick one of 10 cards (1-10) to do battle with your Mega-Linked opponent, or with the computer. 
Guess if your card will be higher than, equal to, or lower than your opponent’s. If you're correct 
and your opponent is not, you win the cards! If BOTH players guess correctly or incorrectly (a 
tie), the cards go into the pot and can be won by the player who wins the next round. Tie games 
are decided by sudden death. When you get your opponent down to 3 cards, you are the winner! 
ESP® is a registered trademark of The Creative Consortium, Inc. 

 
Head-to-Head Gender Bender (Force only) 

 

Answer faster than your opponent on popular stereotypically male and female topics. Touch the 
corresponding blue or pink buttons for your chosen answer.  The faster you answer, the higher 
you'll score.  If your opponent picks the incorrect response, you get a chance to select an 
answer. 

 
Head-to-Head Word Safari (Force only) 

 

Find the words hidden in the puzzle faster than your opponent does. Select words from the list 
before you touch them in the puzzle. Once one player finds a word, it's taken off the board. 
Words may appear horizontally, vertically or diagonally. Don't forget that words can appear 
backwards, too. 
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Let It Ride® Poker (Take it Back in Int’l Releases) 

 

Build a poker hand of pairs or better using your 3 cards and 2 community cards that the dealer 
will expose. Use chips to reveal more cards. Remember: You must have at least 3 chips to play 
a hand; otherwise, the game is over! The more chips that you "let ride", the higher your score! 
Let it Ride® is a registered trademark of Shuffle Master, Inc. 

 
Let It Ride® Trivia (Take it Back Trivia in Int’l Releases) 

 

Challenge yourself to answer trivia questions. Clues will appear before the question does. If you 
think you will know the answer, use a chip to double your bet! If you're unsure, remove your bet 
to lower your risk. To neither double nor remove, "Let it Ride"! The more chips that you "let ride", 
the higher your score! Let it Ride® is a registered trademark of Shuffle Master, Inc. 

 
Mega Bowling (Force only) 

 

Regulation Alley: Earn traditional bowling scores by knocking down the pins. Touch the left and 
right arrows to position the ball, then move the gloved hand to set its hook. Release to shoot. 
Dumpster Alley: Earn traditional bowling scores by knocking down the pins. Touch the left and 
right arrows to position the ball, then move the gloved hand to set its hook. Release to shoot. 
Release to shoot. Bounce your ball off of the walls or debris shown to help you knock pins down. 

 
Wordster 

 

Using 8 letters, create high scoring words from our Merriam-Webster dictionary.  Each word 
must be 3-8 letters long. No "s” plurals or proper nouns are allowed.  Before entering your word, 
you can “Clear A Letter”, “Clear All Letters”, or “Shuffle” the letters for more inspiration! When 
your word list is complete, build bigger words for more points or touch “Take Score” for a 
possible Speed Bonus! Merriam-Webster, Incorporated.  Published under license with Merriam-
Webster, Incorporated at www.merriam-webster.com. 

 
Jumble 

 

In this classic Jumble® game, use the cartoon and accompanying hints to unscramble clue 
words and earn points. 
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Jumble Crossword® 

 

Use the crossword clues to unscramble the answers and place them on the puzzle.  When the 
puzzle is solved, arrange the circled letters to form the Bonus answer!  Speed counts! Jumble® 
& ©2002 Tribune Media Services, Inc. 

 
Flash 7 

 

Arrange the deck into four separate suits from Ace to 6 before time runs out.  Ace is the low 
card, 6 is the high card.  The round begins with 4 bomb cards exploding, leaving 4 open boxes 
on the grid. Any card dealt into its proper position locks into place. Maneuver the remaining 
cards around the board by always moving the next higher card into open boxes cards of the 
same suit. Open boxes behind the 6 card, or behind another open box, are considered strikes.  
The round ends with 4 strikes. Any cards remaining are reshuffled, and play continues until the 
mission is complete or time runs out. Unlock the hidden Flash7 cards for extra points! 

 
Skat 

 

Become the Maker and score at least 61 card points to win!  One player will lead a card, and the 
others must follow in the same suit. The highest card in that suit or the highest trump will win the 
trick. If you do not have the lead suit, you may play any card.  The Ace is worth 11 card points, 
the Ten 10, The King 4, Queen 3, and Jack 2 

 
11 Ball 

 

In this strategic counting game, players must clear the table by removing open balls in groups 
totaling 11.  Select “Next Ball” if reaching 11 is not possible.  The passed ball will move to an 
open playfield space and subtract points.  Clear the entire playfield for bonus points or touch 
“Take Score” if no further 11s are possible. 

 
Lonestar 

 

In this exciting solitaire-like game, stars fill the empty top spots and the goal is to stack all the 
game pieces in ascending order.  Touch the numbered tile to be played, then touch where it 
should move.  Columns can be arranged in descending order, with alternating colors.  Only 13’s 
can be placed in an empty column. 

 
Super Lonestar 

 

Compile all the game pieces in ascending order, in just one pass through the deck. Stars fill the 
empty top spots.  Touch the numbered tile to be played then touch where it should move.  
Columns can be arranged in descending order, with alternating colors.  Only 11’s can be placed 
in an empty column. 
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Tri Castles 

 

Players must use speed and skill to clear all 3 towers.  Remove numbered tiles to capture each 
tower.  Touch tiles one higher or lower than the chosen tile to establish a run.  Continue until no 
possible moves are left, then flip to the next tile.  For a new twist, play the cards face up. 

 
Super Snubbel 

 

Clear the screen of bubbles by shooting same colored balls at groups of 2 or more to make them 
burst.  Use the arrow and/or slide to aim, then release to shoot.  Clear all to advance.  Beware of 
low-hanging bubbles in the higher levels! 

 
 

 
FORCE 2003.5 & MAXX Ruby 2 New Games 
 

Kids Kolortime 

 

Express your creativity!  Choose a picture to color.  Use the color palette to select a color, then 
touch the desired area of the screen to color in.  Use the arrows to toggle through picture 
selections. 

 
Switcheroo 

 

Create characters, and then use color to fill them in!  Use the arrows to pick different character parts.  
Next, select a color from the palette, then touch the area you want to color in. 

Game Name 
&Thumbnail 

Game Play Instructions 

Card Bandits 

 

Clear the board to open the safe and win!  Touch any top-level card on the board that is one higher or 
one lower than the card shown on your stack. Play as many cards as possible to continue the 
sequence. Flip the next deck card when the sequence cannot be continued. Use the WILD card as 
needed. High score takes you to the bonus round. 
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Kids Photo Hunt 

 

Find 5 differences between the two photos.  When you find them, touch the spot on either photo.  
Once all 5 are located, the next photos will appear.  Hints are available, but saving them earns extra 
bonus points. 
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Game Name 
&Thumbnail 

Game Play Instructions 

Rack 'Em 

 

Pocket all of the object balls (either stripes or solids), then legally pocket the 8 ball to win.  Player 1 
always breaks. To shoot a ball, touch a spot on the table to aim.  Then, use the left and right arrows 
to modify the direction of the shot.  Adjust the power level and shoot.  Careful - scratch on the 8 ball 
shot and you lose the game! 

 
Domino 5 

 

Domino 5 is the all 5's style of the traditional dominoes tile game. The highest double domino in 
either player's hand is played first. Place the like ends together to form chains of dominoes. Points 
are scored when the ends of the chains add to a multiple of 5. Bonus points are awarded for using all 
dominoes! 

 
Pharaoh's Fortune 

 

Choose your path up the pyramid by selecting question categories from different squares. A correct 
answer will light the square above it.  Select squares along the pyramid's edges for extra points per 
question. Scale the pyramid quickly to win the speed bonus and play the bonus level! 

 
Gin Rummy 

 

Arrange your cards into groups of 3 or 4 of the same number, or into sequences of 3 or more cards 
of the same suit.  Begin by taking one card from the face down stockpile or the face up discard pile. 
To complete your turn, one card must be discarded from your hand. You cannot discard a card pulled 
from the discard pile. When you have 10 unmatched card points or less, you can knock. With no 
unmatched card points, the player can go gin. 
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Magic Charms 

 

Remove all of the charms on each level by linking matching charms together.  Link matching charms 
by touching them, creating a chain.  To add a charm to your chain, it must be reachable by making 
only 2 turns (right angles).  Use the switcher charms to connect charms of different colors!  Once a 
chain has been created (at least 2 charms), touch the "End Chain" button to remove the chain form 
the board.  You can also "back up" in the chain by touching any of the charms again.  Longer chains 
equal more points! 
NOTE:  This game is only available if you have two Megatouch units linked. 

 
Word Dojo 

 

Use letters as they fall to create high scoring words.  Words can be built in any direction.  Select any 
letter, then continue building your word by selecting any adjacent letters.  To submit your word, touch 
"Enter Word.”  Longer words are worth more points. 

 
Word Serve 

 

Rearrange letters to create as many words as possible.  Words can be made left to right and top to 
bottom.  Rearrange letters by touching 1 letter and then another to swap them.  Use the "New 
Letters" button once for a random set of new letters.  Press "Submit" to receive your score for each 
round. 

 
Trivia Treasure 

 

Match each of the 5 answers displayed with its corresponding question.  Beware, there are more 
questions than answers!  Use the PASS button to browse through all the questions and decide which 
questions and answers match.  To create a match, select the correct answer for the appropriate 
question.  When satisfied with your answers, touch "Submit".  Successfully match all 5 answers to 
unlock the chest and reveal the hidden treasures within. 

 
Megatouch Battle Command 

 

Sink your opponent's ships before your fleet is destroyed or time runs out in this naval battle game.  
Place your 5 ships in strategic locations on the battlefield. Fire at squares containing your opponent's 
ships.  Firing causes your power meter to go down - wait to fire at 100%.  A movable submarine, a 
sonar button and a shockwave button provide extra tools to sink your opponent's fleet.  The first 
player to sink the most ships wins! 
Note:  This game is only available if you have two Megatouch units linked. 

 
3 Some 

 

Place symbols from the pile onto the playfield in any open spot.  Use the columns to arrange symbols 
in sets of  "3 of a kind" or "3 in a row".  Use the cells at the top of your screen for temporary storage 
of symbols while you’re arranging the sets.  Completed sets are removed, freeing up the columns to 
form new sets.  Finish the entire pile to earn bonus points.  Bonus points can also be earned by 
completing the Special Runs that appear on your screen. 
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Castle Bandits 

 

Touch any top-level tile on the board that is one higher or one lower than the tile shown on your 
stack.  Play as many tiles as possible to continue the sequence (numbers 1 and 13 can be as a 
sequence).  Flip the next tile when the sequence cannot be continued.  Use the WILD tile as needed.  
A high score takes you to the bonus round.  Clear the board to open the doors and win. 

 
Big Time Roller 

 

In this updated version of Quintzee, roll your dice to match the combinations on the displayed dice.  
Win extra points by matching all the combinations.  Touch the dice you wish to discard, then touch 
"Roll Again" to continue play.  Touch "All Dice" to get points for all the dice shown.  Play faster for a 
higher score. 
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Game Name 
& Thumbnail 

Game Play Instructions 

TV Guide Mini Crossword 

 

Put your TV smarts to the test!  Solve the provided clues and touch the letters on the keypad to place 
your answers in the puzzle.  Solve 2 TV Guide crosswords and win a 3rd. TV Guide® and TV Guide 
& Design® are registered trademarks of TV Guide Magazine Group, Inc. and are used with 
permission in the United States. Used in Canada under license from Transcontinental Media G.P. 
©2004 TV Guide Magazine Group, Inc. 

 
Tic Tac Trivia 

 

Win the tic-tac-toe game by answering trivia questions correctly to get 3 X's or O's in a row.  Each of 
the 9 spots on the tic-tac-toe grid has a trivia question.  Choose your desired spot on the grid.  For 
each correct answer, Player 1 gets an X on the tic-tac-toe grid.  If the answer is wrong, the opponent 
places an O in that spot.  Points are won for each correct answer and you get a bonus for winning 
the round. 

 
Tic-A-Tac 21 

 

Place each card dealt onto the grid to make as many as possible 3-card sets that total to 21 across, 
down or diagonally.  Any combination of 3 cards that equals 10 or higher is a valid winning set, but 
be careful not to bust.  A bonus is given for sets of 21.  You may skip a limited number of cards.  Tic-
a-Tac Cards® is a registered trademark of The Creative Consortium, Inc. United States Patent No.: 
6,547,247 B2 

 
Meteor Shower 

 

A MEGA-LEVEL GAME!  Meteors are falling from space!  Use your weapons arsenal to destroy them 
all.  Touch a weapon on the panel at the bottom of the screen to activate it.  Then touch the 
area/meteor you wish to destroy to save the buildings below.  Shooting an alien ship earns an extra 
life and shooting accuracy earns higher scores. 

 
Word Fever 

 

Create high scoring words 3 - 9 letters in length that intersect like a crossword puzzle.  Use your 8 
letters to create as many words as you can, plus earn bonus letters to make longer words.  Press 
"Submit" to score these words and receive new replacement letters. Advance to the next round by 
achieving the target score.  Published under license with Merriam-Webster Incorporated at 
www.merriam-webster.com 
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Rack 'Em 9 Ball 

 

The object of the game is to pocket the 9 ball after all the other balls are sunk.  Player 1 always 
breaks.  To shoot a ball, first line up the shot by picking the direction of the shot or a specific ball to 
aim at.  Next, adjust the power level and shoot.  On each shot, the cue ball must hit lowest ball on 
table first, but the balls need not be pocketed in order.  Pocket any ball on a legal shot, and remain at 
the table for another shot. Continue until missing, committing a foul, or winning the game by 
pocketing the 9 ball. 

 
Race Poker 

 

Two games in one!  Try an interesting twist on 5-card poker.  Choose cards from the three provided 
decks, using luck and skill to create the best possible hand.  The better your hand, the higher your 
score.  Higher scores more quickly advance your horse down the racetrack.  First horse to cross the 
finish wins! 

 
Boxdrop 

 

Time to close orders in the factory.  Drop numbered boxes onto 4 scales to fill each order. Careful not 
to bust or the scale will break!  Boxes numbered 1-11 will appear on the left of your screen.  The 4 
scales will each have an order number.  This is the number you must reach with the dropped boxes.  
Touch a specific scale to drop a numbered box.  When the boxes equal the order number, the scale 
will clear and move up.  Close all the scales by stacking your boxes to equal the order number and 
win the round! 

 
Megatouch Mini Golf 

 

One to four players can participate in this miniature golf game.  Select a course and choose a ball to 
begin play.  To set up your shot, select the Putter or Chipper.  Next, use the arrows to the left and 
right of the “SHOOT” button to direct your ball.  Adjust power by sliding the arrows up or down the 
Power bar.  A Hole In One at #9 wins 3 free holes! 

 
Vinci-Ball 

 

A MEGA-LEVEL GAME!  Capture invention scrolls and unlock the hidden inventions of Leonardo Da 
Vinci!  Clear all breakable boxes from the screen at each level.  Drag the launching pad to set up 
shots.  Touch an area onscreen to shoot the ball at the barriers.  Ricochet the ball off available 
surfaces and the launching pad.  Bonus inventions can help you clear the level or slow your 
progress.  Get more points for harder boxes and earn bonus points for unused lives (balls) when time 
expires 

 
CDM Fantasy Sports 

 

Create your own fantasy football team!  Select 2 quarterbacks, 3 running backs, 3 wide receivers, a 
kicker and a defense.  Or touch "Quick Pick" to auto-select and then edit your team.  You receive a 
score for each team you create based on the actual last season performance of the pro sports 
players you selected. 
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Erotic Card Bandits 

 

Touch any top-level card on the board that is one higher or one lower than the card shown on your 
stack.  Play as many cards as possible to continue the sequence.  Flip the next deck card when the 
sequence cannot be continued.  Use the WILD card as needed. High score takes you to the bonus 
round.  Clear the board to open the safe and win! 

 
Erotic Castle Bandits 

 

Touch any top-level tile on the board that is one higher or one lower than the tile shown on your 
stack.  Play as many tiles as possible to continue the sequence (numbers 1 and 13 can be as a 
sequence).  Flip the next tile when the sequence cannot be continued. Use the WILD tile as needed.  
High score takes you to the bonus round.  Clear the board to open the doors and win! 

 
 
FORCE 2005.5 & MAXX Jade 2 New Games 
 
Game Name 
& Thumbnail 

Game Play Instructions 

Motor Match 

 

Enjoy racing and strategy in one game! In each round, select tiles from 3 draw piles to build your 3-
tile hand, using luck and skill to create the best possible hand.  Your hands determine how far your 
car moves along the track.  Higher scores more quickly advance your car down the racetrack. The 
first car to finish wins! 

 
Texas Hold ‘Em (FORCE Only game) 
 

 

Poker – Merit style!  A no-limit Texas Hold ‘em competition in a Las Vegas casino. Players 
must call their competitors’ bluffs and bet to win at the flop, river and turn.  Make the best 5-
card hand using any combination of the 7 cards.  To start a hand, 2 “blind” bets are posted.  
Each player is dealt 2 face down cards (pocket cards) and then 5 community cards are turned 
up on the table.  Continue play by calling, raising, checking, or folding.  A round of betting 
follows each deal.  The dealer will burn one card then deal 3 community cards (“The Flop”).  
The dealer burns one, then deals a 4th card (“The Turn”).  Finally, the dealer burns one and 
deals the final card (“The River”) and the final betting round begins.  The showdown occurs 
when the players reveal their cards.  The hand winner is announced and the pot gets added to 
his/her chips.  Earn bonus chips for eliminating another player!  
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Game Name 
& Thumbnail 

Game Play Instructions 

Breakin Bricks 

 

In this classic game, use the paddle to aim the ball and clear the screen.  Aim for special power-ups 
to break the bricks even faster and advance to the next level. 

 
Card Raiders 

 

Touch any top-level card on the board that is one higher or lower than the card shown on your stack.  
Play as many cards in the sequence as possible.  Flip the next deck card when the sequence cannot 
be continued.  Touch the Create Second Shoe button to open another stack.  Touch an uncovered, 
face-up card to start the shoe.  Clearing corners will reveal buried cards in the next round.  Clear all 
the cards to open the door leading to treasure! 

 
Crypt Raiders 

 

Touch any top-level tile on the board that is one higher or lower than the card shown on your stack.  
Play as many tiles in the sequence as possible.  Flip the next deck tile when the sequence cannot be 
continued.  Touch the Create Second Shoe button to open another stack.  Clear the board to find 
the treasure. 

 
Conga Fish (ION only) 

 

Gather, increase, and lead your school of fish around the aquarium.  Avoid obstacles or your school 
will scatter.  Swim to the special power-ups to build speed, add points, and eat food.  .Collect all the 
fish in the aquarium to move to the next aquarium. 

 
Fast Traxx (ION only) 
 

 

Select your car and racetrack, then get ready to speed!  Race Nascar style or through the streets of 
Philadelphia.  Avoid colliding with other racers to make the checkpoints and cross the finish line first. 
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Feeding Frosty 

 

Grow from a single snowball to a full-size snowman.  Chase and eat snowflakes and snowmen to 
grow larger.  Avoid bigger snowman and various obstacles to stay alive.  Pick up diamonds and coins 
to earn more points and special powers. 
 
 

 
Full Motion Video Boxxi (ION only) 

 

Plays like traditional Boxxi – with a twist.  Clear the screen to reveal the photo.  Once the picture is 
revealed, it turns to a full-color video! 

 
Golf Around the World 

 

Play mini golf on holes that mimic some of the world’s greatest travel destinations. 

 
Golf Space Adventure 

 

Fly into outer space on an out-of-this-world golf course. 

  
Monkey Bash 

 

Merit’s not clowning around here!  In this hilarious circus game, bat a monkey across the circus tent 
with an inflatable banana.  Banana peels and trampolines add speed and height to the monkey’s 
launch.  Try to see how far the monkey can fly without hitting a barrel! 
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Space Crusader (ION Only) 

 

You must destroy the alien Mega-Weapon before it obliterates your world.  Score points and 
complete levels by avoiding attacks and shooting down the enemy.  Grab power-ups to upgrade your 
weapon.  Each sector ends with a battle.  If you survive the first 3 sectors, you will arrive at the alien 
leader.  Destroy the leader and save your planet!! 

 
Sticker Book 

 

Match the sticker shapes on the black and white drawing to complete the picture.  Once all the 
pieces are in the place, the picture displays in full color!  Use the arrows to flip through the pages of 
the Sticker Book, or complete each picture to view the next. 

 
Texas Hold ‘Em 2 

 

Updated Merit style poker!  Join the Texas Hold ’Em craze!  Compete against 4 Merit characters or 
Mega-Link with other players.  Make the best combination of cards to take the pot.  Audio and visual 
remarks add even more excitement. 
 

 
UNO® 52 Poker 

 

The fun of UNO® and the strategy of poker combined!  Play from a special deck of cards that merges 
UNO® with the classic 52 card deck.  Discard all 7 UNO® cards while creating the best 5-card 
POKER hand to beat your opponent. 

 
Video Whiz (ION only) 

 

Select a category of questions to answer, then use the video to help make the correct selection.  The 
faster you answer, the higher you score. 
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ION 2006.5 & FORCE 2006.5 New Games 
 
Game Name 
& Thumbnail 

Game Play Instructions 

Sudoku 

 

The object of this game is to fill all of the cells in a 6 X 6 grid using the numbers 1 through 6.  Digits 
cannot appear twice in the same row or column, so be careful.  You lose points for illegal moves.  
There are 3 difficulty levels to challenge your ability.  Which level can you master? 

 
MegaNet Spring 2006 New Games 
 

Game Name 
& Thumbnail 

Game Play Instructions 

Draggle Drop 

 

Group together 3 or more eggs to clear them off the board!  Drag eggs up, down, left or right.  If your 
move does not result in a match, the eggs return to their last position.  Make as many matches as 
you can before time runs out. 

 
UNO® 

 

Play UNO®, one of the world’s most popular card games!  Play cards from your hand onto the 
discard pile by matching the color or number of the top card.  Use the Action Cards against your 
opponents.  When you’re down to one card, don’t forget to call UNO®!  To win the hand, be the first 
player to get rid of all your cards.  Score points for cards left in your opponents’ hands. 
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Game Name 
& Thumbnail 

Game Play Instructions 

Pack Rabbit (ION only) 

 

Use the joystick to collect all the carrots from your garden!  The more carrots you collect, the more 
you’ll slow down.  Return home when your pack gets too heavy or to save your progress.  Watch out 
for gophers traveling underground.  You’ll lose a life and your unsaved carrots if one catches you!  
Bring all carrots home to advance to the next round. 
Note: THIS IS A MEGA-LEVEL GAME!  Save your level by 1st logging in to My Merit, or create a 
My Merit account when exiting the game.  Your score and level will be saved free of charge.  
Next time start at a higher level! 

 
Chug Monkey 

 

How many drinks does it take to knock a monkey off his bar stool?  Let’s find out!  Hold down the left 
and right arrow buttons to balance your monkey.  Score points for every second you’re seated and 
how many drinks you chug down. 

 
Tuxedo Run (ION Only) 

 

Steal fish from the Eskimo village and safely return home.  Each move on the joystick causes your 
penguins to advance to the next harder level!  Speed counts!  Pick up coins for extra points.  How 
fast can you make a Tuxedo Run? 

 
Office Bash 

 

The ultimate stress relief game!  Bad day at work?  Toss a chair out the window!  Touch and hold the 
“Run” button.  Drag it back and forth to build up throwing power.  Watch your angle, then press 
“Throw”.  Score points for damage and distance. 

 
Hollywood Match 

 

Pair together signs from each column that match the current category.  Score points for each match 
made.  Find all 8 matches before time runs out.  Play faster for a higher bonus. 
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UNO® 

 

Play UNO®, one of the world’s most popular card games!  Play cards from your hand onto the 
discard pile by matching the color or number of the top card.  Use the Action Cards against your 
opponents.  When you’re down to one card, don’t forget to call UNO®!  To win the hand, be the first 
player to get rid of all your cards.  Score points for cards left in your opponents’ hands. 

 
Draggle Drop 

 

Group together 3 or more eggs to clear them off the board!  Drag eggs up, down, left or right.  If your 
move does not result in a match, the eggs return to their last position.  Make as many matches as 
you can before time runs out. 

 
Coco Loco 

 

Match 3 or more fruit by swapping horizontally and vertically.  Only swaps that create a match of 3 or 
more are allowed.  Fill your blender to advance to the next level. 

 
Penthouse® Video Strip 
Poker (Ion games only) 

 

Pick your favorite Penthouse Pet and play head-to-head Draw Poker.  Win a hand to see a sexy 
video clip!  Play your cards carefully to see them take it ALL off.  Finish one opponent and move on 
to the next! 
Note: The Erotic category is defaulted off.  Enable the category in the SETUP Main Menu to 
view this game. 
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